
Good morning and welcome to this presentation from Aspen Group.   

 

My name is Clem Salwin, the Chief Executive of Aspen.  Today Aspen has made two 

significant announcements. First of all, we have announced our financial results for the 

December half; and secondly we have announced the Mill Hill Capital proposal 
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Today I am joined by Mr Frank Zipfinger, the Independent Chairman of Aspen Group, and 

also by Mr John Carter, a director of Aspen Group as well as of Mill Hill Capital. 

 

I will briefly review the half year and provide a portfolio update.    

 

John will speak to the Mill Hill presentation on its proposal and Frank will wrap up today’s 

presentation. 
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Two and a half years into our business turnaround, Aspen is in a strong position. Our interests in 

APPF have been sold at a very substantial premium. The business has been simplified. We have 

an attractive portfolio focused on value-for-money accommodation. And we have a very strong 

financial position, with no debt and over $60 million in cash on hand.   

 

The main activity over the last half year has been the process that culminated in the sale of the 

Aspen Group interest in APPF.  This has been a very positive financial outcome for the business.   

We have been able to secure a certain sale of our 42% interest in APPF, at a premium of 38% to 

its NAV.  That’s the equivalent to a 20% premium at an asset level price.  In addition, we secured 

$5 million for our management rights, bringing a total premium achieved from this sale to over 

$22 million or 19 cents per share in NAV terms. It has also simplified our business structure.    

 

Separately, we continued to add to our attractive accommodation portfolio, acquiring over $20 

million in two transactions with an initial yield of a touch under 10%.  Continuing that momentum, 

we have two MHE/holiday park acquisitions in exclusive due diligence at the present time.  

Acquisitions are a strong focus and we are working on an extensive pipeline of opportunities, at 

varying stages of investigation. We have also been working on building out our residential 

development pipeline at our parks. 

 

In terms of our other assets, we continue to hold the Spearwood South industrial property, which 

is fully leased, high yielding industrial property in Perth. The negative episode of the half was the 

continued severe weakness in the resources sector and the consequential significant writedown 

in the carrying value of the Karratha asset. 

 

As a result of all these activities over the half, Aspen is in a very strong financial position. NAV 

per share stands at $1.31, up from $1.26 at June. Importantly, of that $1.31, 54 cents comprises 

cash on hand. This cash holding provides Aspen with significant strategic optionality.    
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Looking forward, following the successful APPF sale, the business will continue with seeking 

to grow, in a broader definition of affordable accommodation, with a yield focus.  

   

The strong balance sheet allows Aspen to pursue multiple acquisition opportunities as well as 

capital management initiatives. This includes the announcement we have made today to 

initiate an on- market buyback programme of up to 10% of shares.   

 

Aspen has received a proposal from Mill Hill Capital, a party related to Mr Carter a non-

executive director of Aspen.  He will speak to the Mill Hill proposal in a few moments. 

The Board is conscious of governance considerations and appropriate protocols have been 

put in place. 
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Turning to the key drivers of the financial performance and position. This slide illustrates our 

NAV uplift over the half year to $1.31: 

 

- There was a 19 cent uplift from the APPF sale, 15 cents on the investment and 4 cents on 

the management rights 

 

- There was a negative impact of the significant writedown on AKV of 9 cents 

 

- The “other” component was a negative contributor, with the bulk, about 2 cents, being 

transaction costs associated with the activities of APPF last year 

 

On the far right, we have shown the split of the NAV. We have no debt, and are in a strong 

position with equivalent of 54 cents cash on hand. 
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I mentioned earlier that our cash holding provides Aspen with strategic optionality. 

 

Aspen has significant acquisitions capability. Even post the on-market buyback of 10% of 

shares, Aspen would have some $100 million of acquisition capability, at a pro-forma gearing 

level of around 29% - well within the preferred gearing level. With the substantial spread 

between yields on accommodation assets on the one hand, and cash returns and cost of debt 

on the other, this would drive significant earnings and hence distribution growth. 

 

We are providing distribution guidance of 4.6 cents per share, in line with distribution in the 

first half.  Underlying earning are expected to be lower in the second half, on the back of asset 

sales and relatively low returns on cash. However, with the potential for earnings to rise as the 

balance sheet becomes fully invested, the Board has determined to maintain the current 

distribution rate. 
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Now turning to a brief update our portfolio position. 

 

Aspen now holds 5 accommodation assets.  The two acquisitions completed over the half 

were Tomago Van Village near Newcastle in NSW and Adelaide Caravan Park in the centre 

of Adelaide.  This continues our successful trend at making acquisitions, where over the last 

year we have made 7 acquisitions totalling over $70 million across Aspen and APPF.   

 

Following on from that, we have two further assets in exclusive due diligence.  One is a 100% 

residential property in the greater Sydney region and the other a mixed residential/short stay 

property on the NSW North Coast which has significant development potential. 

 

Development of additional residential homes at our parks is a key focus: we now have a 

pipeline of over 160 additional sites underway 

 

- At Four Lanterns in suburban Sydney, where we will seek to add 31 sites.  We expect to 

submit the DA on this expansion imminently. 

 

- At Tomago, there is an existing DA in place for additional 24 sites. However, with our 

intensive asset management work, we have been re-working the development concept, 

with master planning at the moment indicating the ability to add an extra 56 residential 

sites: that is 32 residences on top of the 24 approved.  We will be looking to target a 

submission of a DA in the second half of this calendar year. 

 

- And at Mandurah Gardens Estate in WA, we have now entered into a heads of agreement 

to acquire and development the adjacent block of land which will yield up to a total of 77 

extra sites 
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With the sale of APPF and our recent acquisitions, the composition of our accommodation 

portfolio exposure has changed.  Permanent residents now comprise 50% of our sites and the 

only 100% short stay property is in Adelaide, which is a central city location with an existing 

medium density residential zoning. 
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At Adelaide, we could also saw multiple opportunities to add value, which attracted us to 

acquire this property, in addition to its extraordinary location. 

 

The first was to introduce a greater emphasis on on-line sales and marketing.    The revenue 

for the first three months of our ownership to the end of January shows the impact of this 

change, where revenue is up over 15% for the comparable 3 month period. All of this gain is 

due to on-line bookings which comprised over 20% of revenue. 

 

The second area of value add we saw is refurbishment, to uplift the property’s presentation to 

better match to that of its central location.  We expect to commence that in this half.   

 

And finally, longer term, there is in-place existing zoning for medium density residential which 

provides significant optionality for alternate land use for this central city location in the future.  
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Our remaining accommodation asset is the Aspen Karratha Village (AKV). Here there has 

been a significant reduction in carrying value to $12 million, from $22 million previously. This 

reflects continued very weak conditions in resource sector accommodation. The property 

continues to have Woodside as its key tenant, in place until January 2018. 

 

Recognising the significant uncertainty of value of the market, we commissioned two 

independent opinions of value of the property, which resulted in a broad range – from $12 

million to $17 million. After consideration of both valuations, the Board has assessed the $12 

million valuation to be appropriate for carrying value purposes. 

 

The only material non-accommodation asset is the Spearwood South industrial property. 

Given the substantial of the cash position of the business post the APPF sale, and the strong 

metrics of the property, the decision was made not to pursue that proposal. 

 

I will now hand over to John Carter who will provide an overview of the Mill Hill Capital 

proposal. 
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My name is Frank Zipfinger, the Independent Non-executive Chairman of Aspen. 

 

In reviewing the proposal from Mill Hill Capital, the Board has been very conscious of the 

governance implications. 

 

Formal conflict protocols were immediately put in place and are fully operational, including 

that only the Independent Board Committee comprising of the Directors excluding Mr Carter, 

will review and negotiate the Mill Hill Capital proposal. 

 

In addition, the process will require independent valuations to support the acquisition price, 

and an Independent Expert’s Report confirming that the proposal is both fair and reasonable 

and in the best interests of Aspen Group securityholders. 

 

Importantly, the proposal will also be conditional upon Aspen Group securityholder approval, 

at a meeting at which Mr Carter and his associates will not be able to vote 

The proposed indicative timetable is that such a meeting would occur in June. 
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This brings us to the conclusion of today’s presentation. Thank you for joining the call. I will be 

joining management in meetings with securityholders over the next several days. I am also 

happy to be contacted directly. Thank you and good bye. 
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